May 2019

Minutes of April Meeting

Mike opened the meeting with the pledge to the flag.

The treasurer gave his report of $715 in our account and pitched next month's auction by reminding everyone that we get 100% of all club lots sold and 10% of all other lots. The secretary read last month's minutes and both reports were approved.

Old business - We were reminded of the picnic in June on the 13th. Mike lead a discussion on the circuit books, mentioning that we are coming up short on the postage needed to send them back. One suggestion was to have more club lots at the auction and limit the number of items that each member can submit to the auction but no action was taken. Members were reminded to fill out their surveys and several did so that night. Mike also gave the option for members who did not order shirts last time to do so, if they desired.

Here was no new business and the meeting adjourned followed by the Single Page Exhibits.

Randy Patterson, Secretary

---

Auction Lots for sale may be entered only by club members. Anyone may bid on the lots in the auction!
Greetings Fellow Collectors
Next month is our first auction night of the year and we are hoping you are getting those items together that you no longer need. Remember, if you are a member, you can buy and sell, but if not, you can only buy. Come have some fun!

Our annual picnic is coming in June and we need to start getting prepared for that. If you are planning on coming, please email me and let me know how many people are coming and what side dishes you may be bringing. Club will furnish the fried chicken and paper products and utensils. Email me at mhezell@gmail.com. We need to have this information no later than May 20th.

We are still able to order shirts with the club name on it if you missed out. Just contact through email and I will send you the information.

Thank you all for being loyal collectors of the hobby and if you know anyone else that would like to start collecting or is a collector, please invite them to come.

Mike

***********

APRIL 2019 U.S. STAMPS

April 2
Marvin Gaye

April 10
Post Office Murals

April 23
Maureen "Little Mo" Connolly

Don't forget the picnic in June! Further information on the picnic will be coming in the next few weeks and in the Newsletter next month with details on what the club provides, etc.

Question: Did you hear the one about the unstamped letter?

You wouldn't get it!
Speaking of Stamps: Laugh Time  
By Herman Herst, Jr. (From STAMPS Magazine, October 15, 1988)

This writer never has laid claim to being a serious collector. In fact, I don’t even like to see serious collectors.

Of course, the term is a misused one, and I flinch when I read a dealer’s advertisement that he is seeking the names of serious collectors. Philately is a fun hobby, and even those who delve into it deeply should get some pleasure out of it. Long faces are for those who have taken their licking in real estate, or the stock market, or in buying gold or diamonds “as an investment.”

So, let’s laugh a bit. Let’s think of the poor club president who is lying in the hospital, finally showing improvement after having come close to death. Among the get well cards is one from his stamp club:

“The Board of Directors of the Upper Metatarsal Stamp Club has heard of your recent illness, and at our regular board meeting a motion was moved and seconded that we send you this card, expressing the hope for your complete recovery. The motion was passed by a vote of five to four.”

And then, there was the president who was complaining about the tedious obligations that went with the office:

“I have the key to the room, and I have to get there an hour before to unfold the chairs, put out ash trays, turn on the air conditioning, and greet all new visitors. And then, after the meeting, I have to stack the chairs, clean the ash trays, sweep the floors, and tidy up the place. Sometimes I am there two hours after the meeting. "Why do you do it?" a friend asked.

“Well, if it wasn’t for the honor of being president, I would have given it up long ago.”

Another club president was making his farewell speech as his term of office ended:

“I have heard presidents ahead of me complain how hard it is to get members of this club to work. In fact, my predecessor said when his term ended a year ago that of all the work done by this club, 50 percent is done by the same group of members. They are the loyal, hardworking, enthusiastic ones. But, the other 50 percent, he said, are lazy, uncooperative people, who are absolutely no use at all. I am very glad to report that during my term of office, things have been exactly the opposite.”

And then, there is the group of collectors who found a short cut through a cemetery a time-saving device as they walked home from the stamp club. On this one particular bright, moonlit night they passed the grave of the local stamp dealer, now possessed of a new tombstone: “HERE LIES A STAMP DEALER, AND AN HONEST MAN."

“Look at that,” said one of the party.

“What about it?” asked another.

“How in blazes,” the first one asked, “did they ever get another man into Jack’s grave?”

Another tale, and this one quite true, concerned an indignant letter from a collector to a New York dealer who had advertised some U.S. commemoratives for sale, and added a note there would be a “15 percent premium for N.H.”

“I don’t see any reason,” the writer complained, “why I should have to pay 15 percent more for my stamps just because I live in New Hampshire.”

Then, there was the wealthy Texas collector (aren’t they all?) who sold his collection at such a tremendous profit that he asked his favorite dealer who sold him all of the stamps what he could do to show his appreciation.

The dealer, a golf enthusiast, told the collector that if he really wanted to buy him something, three matched golf clubs would suit him nicely. Some time passed, and the dealer had forgotten all about it, but one day the letter came:

“It has taken more time than I figured, but you now own three golf clubs. But, I am sorry they don’t exactly match. One of them has no swimming pool.”

The collecting of autographs is not too far removed from stamps, and here is the one Herbert Hoover used to like to tell. He was rather generous with his autographs, especially to youngsters. One day a little boy pushed a large slip of paper towards him and asked him to sign it. Hoover did so and handed it back. “Now, will you sign four more times?” the boy asked. Taken aback, the president asked him why he wanted so many autographs.

“I really want a Babe Ruth,” the boy responded, “and it takes four Hoovers to get one Babe Ruth.”

I don’t know who said it originally, and I wish I could take credit for the authorship, but those who debate the difference between a stamp collector and a philatelist can ponder this statement:

“A stamp collector is a man (or a woman) who enjoys the hobby, but loses money when he sells. A philatelist is one who knows so much more about his hobby than the professional that he not only enjoys it, but also makes a profit when he sells. A stamp dealer is one who makes sufficient profit out of stamp collectors to compensate him for what he might be making if he himself were a philatelist.”

For those who are not familiar with Pat Herst, here is a brief biography:

Herman (Pat) Herst Jr., who was so enthralled by a stamp he saw in a Manhattan store window when he was 7 that he grew up to be the stamp world’s most revered dealer, auctioneer and collector and by far its most garrulous booster and most prolific authority, died on Jan. 31, 1999 at his home in Boca Raton, Fla. He was 89 and had carried his passion to such an extreme that he started his own postal service.

To suggest that Mr. Herst was a ubiquitous figure in philately would hardly do justice to a man who once belonged to 81 stamp clubs, rarely missed a major exhibition, made scores of stamp-scouting trips abroad, wrote 18 books and thousands of columns about stamp news.

**************************************************************************

FACEBOOK?

Many stamp clubs have a Facebook page. Chattanooga Stamp Club does not! Is there any interest in establishing a Facebook page for Chattanooga Stamp Club? Is anyone interested in setting one up?

**************************************************************************

MEMBERSHIP LIST

The latest edition of the membership list is attached to the newsletter to members of Chattanooga Stamp Club. Several members have not paid the 2019 dues, according to this list. Please contact the Treasurer, Carl Anderson if this information is incorrect. Carl will gladly accept your 2019 dues if you wish to pay them now.

**************************************************************************

DID YOU KNOW?

Candles were once used to determine the postage rates? In 1693, letters were held in front of a candle to determine the postage rate. The less the light shone through, the more costly the rate. This was known as candling.

The world’s largest and smallest post offices are located in the US!

The world’s largest post office is the head post office in Chicago, Illinois. The smallest post office in the world is located in Ochopee, Florida.